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'WOMEN AND MINORITY .FACULTY:

A SYNTHESIS OF EXTANT EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

Introduction

. . , .

The decade othe 1970s witnessed a heightened consciousness of the . ..

'. ,

status of women and minorities in Academe--aUnction of the heightened

-self-consciousness raised by the women' -s and civil-'rights movements? That
. ...-

. . ,
..-

self-conSciohsness has been translated into government:polf6, and legal...

>4° . ''

AA A.. ' ... 0 '
mandates, e.g., anti-discrimination legislation., executive orders, affir-

mative action regdlatiOns, and new federal structures such as USOE's Office
.

tfWomens Equity. It has also intruded.both.,directly and indirectly..tnte,
t

,academic and professional structures: ,On- Campus, we 4ave,seen thegrowb1
, , . .:',

.

. ,

, .. .

.

of women and minority studies programs, black student unions, minority
. - ...

4

and/or women faculty caucuses, resource/research centers, as well as aftir-
. -

,-,
mative action office6; off - campus, -we hgve,seen die emergence 'of wome and

minority caucusesin most major professional associations (and projects

sta-

tus

higher education associations, e.g., the AAU's project on, sthe ta-

tus of women), nevi national resouxiCe and support organizations, e.g., HERS,

as 1.70l as new professiohal journals (e:g., Sex Roles: The Journal of Edu-

cational Equity) and special issues of extant'journals (e.g.,the Harvard

Educational Review's special issueson women in 1979 and 198.0; and the

recent special issue of the Educationailesearcher).

010.
As the academic arm of the women's\ed civil rights movements, women

and minority studies programs ha4e sought .to develop a kndwledge base to

474,,

form the intelleftual,foundations of the movements. In the caseof the

women's xiovement in particular-, there has been a massive effort to direct

social scientific inquiry toward an understanding of biological/psychological
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sex differences-Aocialization'and sex roles, thd realtionships among'
gender,.race, and clash, the'll'istorical_roles of women and minorities,

the history and function of the. family in the United States and cross-
.

culturally, women and minorities in the labordrce a- nd before the law

- /

(Howe; 1979). Most immediately, inveOtigators have sought to develop.a
.

.,
. _ ,

,

. "r
,

.

,,, knowledge base'-on women and minority ptofessionals' Academe- -the ",sol-.
0, -

,

. '
,. .

, .

. .

, e, \
4 0

O..

, diers" in-the intellectual arm-offthe movement. .This latter knowledge

. - _ ,

base has at least three components: .
..

.

'1. "N.ol ld autObfographical.iccounts of life as a, woman or
.'- .

minority profesSionalVn Academe (e.g.., Nielson's (1979) in

the Harvard Educational Review; Abratson's, (1975)book length

A,

account on ) that. draw

on subjective.eXperiencei to illuknate in a 'veryliMmediate

way the trialv and tribdlations of being different in Academe;
. 4'

2 Opinion and hortatory piecesthat providearm-chair analyses

and descriptions of discrimination; and

3. More broabased empirical studieS'of womeark-and minority pro,
0

fessionels in Academe.

,

This essay focuses on an examination Of-the third aomponent of this

1

r

evolving knowledge baseon women and minority prpfpssionals in Academe.

This component includes a diverse.arrayof status reports initiated by ind-

vidual institutions and professioill-associatiotis,.independent studies of

women and/or minority professional; Jai-Academe, as well as natipnal level

surveys of neW, doctorates and/or academic professionals that, mploy sex or, .

4

race as independent or control variables (e.g., the NatiOnak-Research Coun .
°'

°

cil's annual survey of doctoral recipients, the American Cpuncil on Education-

at

44
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Carnegie Commission's faculty surveys., the Higher Education, Government

InformaLiop.Survey directed by the National Center for Educational Statis-

. , -

tics).. All of these studies have focused primarily on the then current

status of'women and minorities .(vis-a-vis a matched sample of Majority- .

males) on a variety of career related variables in.an effort to assess the

existence and extent of discrimination. Salary has been the central career

related variable examined, followed by promotion/tenUre, work assignments,

-

and location within the institutional stratification system. The results

-of such studies suggest that in many respects, women and minorities differ

from majority males, whip in others, they do not. The question of what

sense to make of the patterns of differences and similarities that do

exist is at once less often and less carefully addressed: Are differences

a matter of choice,-overt discrimination, or differences in level of per-

. . , .

formance/productivity? And it is to this sort of questioA that the presqnt ,

essay addresses itself. Specifically, we.seek to:

1. .-Provide.a relativelpbrief overview of the current status of

women and minority faculty (much of that overview is available

in greater detail elsewhere, e.g., for women faculty, v. Kane,

1976; Gappa and Uehling, 1979; for minority faculty, v. Rafk5',

i972 and Mooye and Wagstaff, 1574);

2.° Identify alternative explanations fdr patterns of,differentes

:that do exist and weigh the extant empirical evidence related
-,

---
to each.of'these alternative explanations.

t, ,
+

,It is assumed that an tnderstanding of the sources of status differences and

th4Frelative weight will provide a surer guide to approaching any_4equities

that exist.
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-The:tUiriti Status- of-Tdoien,,FeCulty

A . - : -

tillat4s the Current status,:pf women in the academic profession, at
. , ,

lar0,'(t10proportionatepresenc, their diatributiOnjbly institutional'-'

./,

,

type and,disciplige)? And what is the academic Woman's status at'her own
. ,

instittion(in termof tank, promotion;

in' administration and,governanci)T

= In 1978, women constituted just'over
.

faculty.' While that figure evidences a 3 percent decline in thAr pro-

compensation, and. participation`

4
7

n

dne-quarter of alllull-time

, , ..4.

portionate representation over the past half century (women.conatitu, ted
. .

, .. ,, ,

..
.

4

about 28 percent of all faculty in 1029-1930), it represents a 5 percent'

increase in their ranks during the decade of the 1970s. Womenare dis-

proportionately located at community colleges (35 percent of all community

college faculty in 1975) and at medium and lower quality four-year colleges

(25 percent in 1975). They are underrepresented at universities, generally, .

but particularly at majOr research institutions. There is some evidence,'

however; of a,bhi# in institutional locgtion among "new hires",in the

early and mid-1970s. Bayer (1973) reported a 2 percentAain 41 proportionate

a reprebentation for women in universities (15 percent to 17 percent) between

1969 and,1473,-balanced by slighOosies in proportionate representation at

the £our-ydbx and community colleges. Both Centra (1973) and Cartter (1975)

found that between 1967 and 1973 the proportion of women among "new hires"

was two to five times greater than their proportionate representation in
. -

'
.

. ,

faculty ranks-at the,most Rrestigious research universities. Cartter's
.

.

. !.

(1975) data (v". Table 1 below) documents

_

a progre4sive convergence in the
J

first.job placement pattern of male and female Ph.Ds during-he early 70s,
o

That convergence resulted from a steady decrease in job opportunities for
A0044, '

11

a 6

. / e
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TABLE -1

Percehtage pf New Do.c,torgtes Teaching at Institutions

EquaJ..or Superior to Degree-Granting Institutions;
A.

1

.

by Sex; 1967-1973

111

.

,\

t

Degree- Granting InsiitutionV' ' 1967 '1968 1971 1972 1973

Ken 0

-
Group I

Group II ....

. .4011,0
Group III r:.

Gioup. IV -1 n

Group V

Al]. universities

.. 20.1

23.0

25.8

411.1

60.8

2g.2

18'.8

21.2

25.6

36.4.

56.1

27.6

t3.4
18.8

19.1

'32.3

'50.7

24.4

13.8

17.3

19.5

30.8

48.7

23.9:
.'

10.3.

14.5
_

16.0

26.4

44.3
, je.

.20,6

/
Women

.

Group ,I

Grbup II....

Group III

Group .IV

Group V

All universities'

..
. \

1

.

8,9

19.8

23.8

27.0.

51.6

22.8

15.3

19.6
,.

25.9

35.6

55.8

26.7

-10.0

17.6

..,22.4.

,33.0

46.9

24.4

.11.4

15.7

27..4

31:5

45.6

24.9

12.8.

17.9

21.7

i0.5

44.8

23.8
. .

. ,, N
."

Source: Cartter (1975je ***/-
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males while females held their own'in a declining job marke

'The .distribution of academic women across disciplinary fields appears,

to display a similar, pattern.. In 1970, 55 percent of all female faculty

were to be fdund in just (four fields: the performing arts (art, drama,

music), foreign languages, healthrelated professions, and English. They

were scarcest inthe fields such as economics (8 percent of all fulltime

faculty), law (7 percent), engineering (6 percent), physics (5 percent),

agriculture (4 percent). And these patterns of concentration and scarcity

in faculty ranks clearly reflected patterns of distribution by field amOng

doctoral degree-recipients. By 1977, however, disciplinary patterns by

sex among.new Ph.D. 'recipients and current graduate students had begun to

change. A glance at Tables 2 and 3 suggest that while female representation

in the engineering 'sciences may be even, declining, academic women are being

increasingly drawn to law, economics, the physical sciences (footnote:

Much of the Increase in the physical sciences is, however, attributable to

increased representation in chemistry, while representation in physici

remains around the 5-6 percent level), and agriculture/natural resources

(footno* It should be noted, however, that'over twothirds of the female

doctoral recipients in this area had specialized in "food sCienc'es", i.e.

the more traditionally female area of home economics). Precisely when,

and even whether, these changing foci of gfaduate study will be.reflected

in a swelling of facu1ty ranks in more traditionally masculine fields

remains to be seen.

When we'turn to a consideration of the woman. scholars status at her

own institution, the winds.ochange are less evident. Women have his
.

torically been concentrated in'the lower ranks,nd in the mid-1970s, nearly

S.%

R
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TABLE 2

Pro ortion of Females Amon&Phlb. Recipients

i Selected Fields, 1976-77*

Field % Female

Engineering _ 3.8

Physical Sciences . 9.5

Chemistry .

Physics

Agriculture And Natural:

12.0

5.8

Resources 16.9

Food Sciences 23.5

Law 22.5

40,
Economics ..... . 11.3

*Based on NCES data (National Centel. for Education Statistics,; 1979)



TABLE 3

Proportion'of Females Among Enrolled

Graduate Students in Selected Fields, Fall 1976,

Field First Year Beyond First Year

Agriculture and .

Natural Resources 20.6 13.3

,

Engineering 5.3 4.7

Law 28.2 24.7

'

Physical Sciences . 8.7 13.4

*Based on NCES data (National Center for Education Statistics, 1919)

4 r.)
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80 percent of all women faculty weR at the assistant professor or lec-
2

turer ltvel.'Thielinflux"of female "new hires",adring the early and mid-

1970s were absorbed atithe Aower ranks as evidenced by the "lopsided"'chahge

in the rank distribution of female faculty for the 1970s. A glance at

Table 4 shoWs almost no change in the proportion of women that were full

9r associate professors between 1972 and 1978, 'together with a notable

swelling at the assistant professor and lecturer ranks. Moreover, the

concentration of the'woman scholar at the lower ranks seems to be inten-

sified as one ascends the academic prestige hierarchy: A glance at Table 3

suggests' that at the upper ranks, the disparitiesbetween male and female

faculty are twice as great at universi4s as they are at four-year colleges,
.

and the again many times greater at four-year institutions than at the

community colleges. These inequities in rank beyond the initial appoint-
.

ment suggest that women are promoted at a aloWer rate than their male col-.

leagues. -A4d.indee4 Kane (1976)found that to'be the case,lthough pro-

motion rate appeared to vary. by discipline: The relatively small group of .

women scholars in the natural sciences were promoted on a par with men,

while the larger group of females in the humanities and social sciences

were promoted less rapidly than their male colleagues (Kane, 1976).

In the matter of compensation, over fifty major studies completed dur-

ing the past decade point incontestably to a single conclusion: Women are

paid less than men, even after controlling for institutional the, rank,

and discipline. Indeed, while male/female disparities in co enpation

remained fairly constant between the second world war and 1970, that'dis-

. parity, actually began increasing. mid -way through the 1970s. The latest

evidence from the 1980-81 Chronicle of Hiper Education survey of faculty

4

1
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TABLE 4 '

4

Percent of Women by Rank among All Full-Time Instructional Faculty in Postsecondary-Education

Institutions, 1972 through 1978

41,
N Year

,
. 4-Year

Percent
Rank 1972-73 1974-75 1975-76 : , 1976-77 1977-78 Change

Professor 9.8 10.1 9.8 9.6
4

9.7' - 0.1

.

Associate Professor 16.3 17.0 17.0 17:7 18.0 + 1.7

Assistant Professor '23.8 27.3 28.9 30.4 31.7 + 7.9

Instructor
J

39.9 41.0 40.7 50.6
,.

50.0 +10.6

r
0

Lecturer 38.9 40.4 . 40,8 42.8

0

Total 22.3, 24.1 24.3, 25.2 25.5. +

Source; Gappa and Uehling (1979)

12

1
NCES data, cited in Chronicle of Higher EduCation-,(10.Febrnary 1975) p. 8.

2
U.S., Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Center for Education Statistics, Salaries
:and Tenure of Full -Time Instructional Faculty in Higher Education, NCES7,77:,113 (Washington., D.C.:

. Government. Printing Offite, 1977), p. 1.*

3
U.S.', Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Center for Education ,Statiatics, "Memorandum
on Selected Statistics on Salary and Tenure of Full-Time Instructional Faculty,t1.154pri1 1978, p. 5.

-1 0
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TABLE 5

Proportion Of Males and Females Who are .

Full or Associate Professors by Institutional Type*

Institutional
Type .

Sex,- Male/Remale
'DifferenceMale Female

Unive'rsities 67.3 32.7 - 34.6

Four-Year Colleges 55.4 36.8 - 18.6

Community Colleges 24.0 22.0 - 2.0

*Based on data reported by*.Bayer (1973) ,

S.

1 41

it

1
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salaries (Magarrell, 1980) suggest that some effort may be underway to decrease

the disparity: The compensation of academic women increased by 9.6 percent as

opposed to 8.8 percent for academic men. This 0.8 percent differential does-

not begin toQaddress a disparity on-the order of 20 percent. Moreover, the

latest surveys do not report the distribution of salary increases by rank--a

critical factor since. studies nearly unanimously find that male/female dis-

parities of compensation tend to increase with rank and career age. Bayer and

. AS (1978) found near equity in entry-level salaries at'the junior ranks as

of the mid 1970s, but aggravated disparities rat the highg ranks. Simon, Clark,

and*Galway-(1976), LaSorte (1971),,R08inson (1973), Centre (1974), Johnson

d)tafford(1974), Fulton (1975), Kane (1976) , and Tuckman (1976) all ''.

attest to a compensation patte'rn of near equity during tree first five career

years, followed by.an increasing disparity which narrows only during the

final yeartof. the academic career. Moreover,Tuckman (1976) reports, that

the disparity tends to be aggravated for those who embark on their careers

at a later age--as more female scholars tend to do.

-Beyond career age, disparities and compensatior(vary by institutional

,type and discipline.° Disparities are highet at the major research univer-

sities where males earn nearly a third more than their female colleagues,'

lower at other universities and comprehensive colleges (differences on the

order of 20 percent), and lowest at the least selective liberal arts insti-

tutions and the community colleges where males receive barely a 10 percent

differential over thbir female colleagues. Among disciplinary groupings,

the magnitude of the salary disadvantage of.females appears to vary by their

proportionate representation in a given discipline (Gol.don et al, 1974;

Johnson and Seafford, 1974; Kane, 1976). As a general rule, the male/female

o.

° :J

ort

te"
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disparitz #1creases as the proportion of females in that discipline in-
.

creades. Thud foi example, female physicists and chemists are in a rela-

tively tietter.position vis a vis their male colleagues than female educe-

-.tors.and linguists (footnote: There are, of course, some notable excep-

tions to this rule, e.g. business administration and economics show very'

A high disparities).

Women scholar'S relatively low institutional status vis a Vis their

male colleagues is reflected as well in the areas of institutional admini-

stration and governance. Oltman (1970) found that among aitsampleof 454
.

colleges and universities, fully one-third hactoo female department chair-
.

persons; and those females holding department chairpersonships were in,

traditionally flihale fields. In the American Council on Education's

1972-73 faculty survey, females were 10 percent less likely than their

male colleagues to have-held department chairmanships, especially at uni-

versities, and were half as likely as their male colle gues to have held

major faculty wide offices, e.g. deanships. Baldri e,et al (1978) rePort-

ed that females in his representativsample of 200 colleges and universities

were signifidantly less likely 'to serve on university committees than their

,male'dolleagues'and those females whodid serve, were less likely to be in

leadership positions or to view their committee activities as significant.

At the departmental level'half as many women as men reported significant

influence on policy. These disparities tended to be exacerbated at the'

larger institutions, primarily universities. While,muth of the disparity

seemed to attributable to rank rather than sex per se; the concentra-

tion /of female scholars in the lower.rank, espeCially at universities,

h's effectively neutralized the role of academic women in governance.
ti

d')
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By way of summary, the following conclusions can be drawnby the

current status of women scholars in Academe:

. Female faculty have gained in their proportionate represen-

tation during the 1970s, but still lag behind their strength

of a half century ago;

Female scholars tend to be segregated by discipline lthough

g,

there has been a noticeable opening up in some Eradtionally

male fieldS, particularly over the latter part of the 1970s)

and by institutional type (although there have been gains in

the 1970s at the university level, especially among "new hires"

. _Females are disproportionately represented at ttie lower ranks,

reflecting the recent infusion of new hires during the 1970s;

., Females lave generally been promoted at a slower rate than their

male colleagUes, especially in those fields in which they are

most full7 represented;

; Female,schdlars have been compensated at a rate averaging 20

. ,

percent below their male colleagues (while near equity has been

achieved among new hires, disparities still tend to increase

over th course f the academic career);

. Female scholar have a lesser role in administration and gover-

nance (the latter largely as a result of their concentration in

the lower ranks),

Current Status of Minority Faculty

Before proceeding to.an examination of the current statue of minority

faculty, two initial observations are in order, First, the va4 majority.of

studies have focused on black facurty'(footnote: This is hardly surprising

1

v
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r
'nee the proportionate representation of blacks in the academic pro-

fession is twice that of Asian Americans, and more than three times that

of Hispanice*nci Native Americans). Second, while the majority of black

faculty are located at black colleges, investigators have focused their

attention on black faculty at predominately white colleges and univer-

sities. Therefore we know very little about black faculty at black col-
.

leges with the exception of Thompsons (1956) dated analysis'of black col?..4_

4

lege faculty and the work of Mommsen (1970, 1974) on black Ph.D.s, and (

Hayden's (1978) study of the purposes of black higher education as pfr-

ceived by black college faculty.

With these observations in mind, what can we say about the current

status of blAckS in the academic profession at large? In 3.960, before the

IV
(1966) counted some 5,900 black faculty across

of the academic profession. By 1975, blacks

civil rights movement, Rose

the country- -about 3 percent

Still constituted about 3 percent* a professoriatgfthat hadgrown fv6

jut under 200,.000 to nearly one-ha4million (National Center for Educe-
,

tion 1979). While ghe-proportione representation of blacks

the, professoriate has remained stable, t e past fifteen years have seen

a.considerable,shift in their distribution within:Academe. Black faculty

have been' historically concentrated' in predominately. black colleges in the

south. As late as 1969, fully 75-85 percenttwere sb located, depending

updiewhose estimates one chooses to take (Bryant, 1972; Mommsen, 1974; R:

Frdeman, 19781 During the first half of the 1970s the proportion of

black faculty in black colleges decreasedto about half, while the pro-

portion in predominately white universities increased by 8 percent overall

and by 12 percent at `the most prestigious research universities. Moreover,

1.8
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the shiftshave been most pronounced among the youngest cohorts of black

faculty (R. Freeman, 1978). Therefore, while two-thirds of black profes-
s

sors in the mid-1970s'were still clustered at the lowest quality, strata

institutions (especially in black.colleges) "and significantly underrep-

resented i/universities And private liberal arts colleges, there has been

some movement toward a greater similarity in distribution with majority

faculty, especially among the younger age cohorts.
t

Like academic women, black facultyin predominately white institu-

tions tend to be concentrated in a few select-` fields: Fully one-half are

concentrated in education and selected fields of the social sciences

(especially black or ethnic studies departments), while another one-
.

quarter are evenly distiliiuted between the humanities aft0 the natural'

sciences. The older age,cohorts..tend tQ be more completely, concentrated

in education,while younger black faculty are more heavily concentrated in

the social sciences and humanities (Rafky, 1972). Unlike academic women,

however, there seem to be no major shifts in disciplinary distribution in

the offing: The latest available data on the disciplinary distribution

of black Ph.D. recipient's (National Center for Education Statistics, 1979)

a

shows a continued high-concentration of blacks in education and the social

sciences and reveals no increases in proportionate representation in other

fields. 1
W

_ ,.. .

What of the status of the black professor at /her twu institution?
1

Like academic women, black faculty tend to be clustered in the,lotwer ranks,

although the extent of that clustering appears to vary by institutional type'

.

L and sex. Among the studies of:black faculty is predominately white insti-

'

tutions only, the concentration in lower ranks is masked (Raky,-)102,;

, 1 G

4
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Mooreand Wagstaff, 1974); the proportion in part..-timeand non-tenured

. .

track positions is considerably higher vis a vis theirwAite colleagues

by ratio of,about twenty to one; thelikelihood of black faculty holding

tenure is about one-half that for their white colleague& (Rafky,'1972; Moore

and-Wagstaff, 1974)." Among those' studies ofblack faculty'..at all insti-

tutions, the black-White rank disdrepanCy appears considerably smaller./
y A

Among males, there was no significant discrepancy, except at the full

professor level, while among.females, whites were more'litely to be rep-

resented at the higher ranlo (R. Freeman, 1978).

As a group, black.facdltyfare significantly better than academic

women in matters of compensation. On theltsis of American Council on

Education 1972-1973 faculty survey data Tukman (1976) found no sig-
,e

nificant black/white salary discrepancy for males,

faculty"earned significantly; ore than their white

while black female

colleagues (on the

order of $4,000 per academic, year average). Supplementing the 1972-73 sur-,

vey with the results of the earlier (1969) American Council on Education-
,

Carnegie Council survey, FreemAn (1978) larggity corroborated Tuckman's

findings. In a more detailed, analysis, Freeman develops separate regres-
' , .

-

sion equatiofis to determine the predidtor; of salary for black and white

faculty. The predictors were largely simil of males, except for the

differential impact of public

extensively obtained a pre

white faculty, r

iCn r lack male faculty who published

in the $2-3,000 range'emer eqUally productive

g the comparative disadVantage of the most pro-
. .

on.....

ductive black scholars that emerged; from the 1969 At This reversal..

would appear to suggest a shift in demand in the ea -71:6. for mokproduc-
-.,

......

tive black male faculty., The comparative advantage o leek female faculty

20
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of

over their white colleagues ..emergk11rgely as a function of the differ-

entiaf impact of age, experiencei:ana publication rate and institutional
3 I

-
.

type : slack women gained on a, piar ';;;Lajority .meles Viith increased
.

experience while their white fetale'doileagugA lost; ehey also*received
Alt

0 .

.0 6

a premium for publication similar-t6 111.jorik Males, and did particularly. .*

:'....' e.."

well at community colleges and lower quality universities: (Footnote:

Non-black minority faculty did not do as well., They are paid somewhat less
6 ,

`.
than comparably productive white colleagues and showed no consistent improve-

merit in compensation between 1969.::1973). While no studies speifically
..-

. .

. . . ..
examine the participa4onrof black fatuity in institutional or fepari-

._ ,
.' .-

J 4 .,
..

mental governance, two studies look mote broadly at black faculty patici-.

pation in various aspects of institution #1 life. Anderson et el (1979); in

their survey of forty-To black faculty, and 'staff..4ethe University. of North
: .

-0 1

Carolida-Chapel jiill uncovered a sense ofrelatiA isolation: A majority of
. ,

,respondents-were the only black members of their department, did. not feel

close to their white department colleagues and felt that they.werenot regarded

"as part of the team." This portrait of isolation is largely confirmed in
, , .

Middleton's (1978) multi -institiltional
,

ihtervisw study of black faculty. While

black faculty may play an important role 101 committees concerned with,:iffirma -

.tive action and other black - related issues., they-appear to participate 'less

.

.actyely in the "central policy channels of their,institutions.

By way of summary, the following conclusions may'be drawn about the cur-
,

rent status of black faculty: .°

Blacks as a grouplhave made considerably less-piogressthan

women in inf44trating the academiCil)rofession, although they

began in the 197.0s10 infiltrate predominately white institutions

e
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on a larger scale than heretofore;

. 'Black faculty are concentrated chiefly in dducation and

several areal of.the social sciences; and while there is

some broadening in disciplinary distribution among the

younger age cohorts, this trend appears likely to continue;

In terms of their institutional status, black faculty, like

academic women, have tended tobe concentrated in,the lower

ranks and isolated from a major role in 4nstitutional an ini-

stration and governance;

In the area of compensation, black faculty,' especially females

and".th most prolific publishers, begin to do quite wgll by the

early 1970s.

2

How can we account fbr the differential status of women and black pro-
.Z.' .

... - 4

fessors-vis a vis majority males? Investigators have by and large exploted

two potential explanations: That diffe'rential status/treatment (1) may be a

\Inction.of overt, discrimination-based on sex and/oerace;'or4(2) may simply

attend on differehtial performance, i.e. women and-minorities as a group

1,6

aren't as "pro4uctive" as majority males and therefore aren't as a group as

rewarded.

Those who sought to explain differential treatment by differential

performance do, however, make important distinctions in the bases or sources

of the differentialeperformance:

. Some would 'argue that women and/or blacks perform differently

. 22 -0
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because they choose to,,i.e.as a group, they bring different

1

values, orientations,. and /or activity preferences (the-results

of differential early socialization) to their.ecademic careers

than majority males (e.g., for women, an orientation to cOopeta-

0

-15-

tion'rather than competition, to human relationships rather than

academic tasks; for blacks, an orientation to_action-rather

to contemplation/abstraction)f and those activitity preferences

\ happen to be less rewarded by the academic system; ;

Others would attribute performance differentials to differentials
I -

in educational background and training, suggesting that current

performance patterns result from more subtle patterns of dis-

i

1 crAmination toI which women and minori ies have been subjected
\

,

4

in their:ecade is training as a resul of their rice and/or sex

or their socio economic background; '

till others w uld attribute differen ial performance.to the

ifferential c ntext within which the 4cadlmic career is'pursued

.

.

ly women and minorities vis a-vis majority males, This differen-
t

4a1 context would incldde:

The added social /cultural constraints on women and

minorities pursuing profedsi nal careers--the strets of

reconciling academic /professional with extra-work-roles

I.

(e.g., for women, the stress s of combining work and

EraditionaLfamily roles; for blacks, the schizophrenia

of relating to both of'the academic and black communities);

d

b. The "tokee status of women and minorities, dpe. the

23.
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generally preferred ove females, although this "mal.e.preference" was sig-

nificantly lower among f !male employersanck among the youngest and oldest

employers; and when hypothetically offered a position, female applicants

.were less likely to be placed on the tenure track and More likely to be

offered a lower rank. The negativp ease (Levin and Duchin, 1971) uncovered

no evidence of discrimination among department chairMen in the physical.

sciences ally. This suggests some variation in discriminatory attitudes

by digcipline--discrimination appears to surface more readily in thehutan-
.,

ities and social scienceg-Ithose fields with relatively high propOrtions of

women) and less readily in fields such as the physical sciences with the

very lowest propOrtinate representation oi'women).

- ---The later studies (Amsden and Moser, 1975;iShoemaker and McKeen, t1975;

Steele and Grea, 1976; Thornberry, 1978), focus e(plicitly on affirmative

action and its impact on interview/hiring rates of women and minorities.

Together, these studies permit a number of generalizations about the impact

of affirmatiVe action. In the first place, affirmative action increases the

likelihood that institutions will carefully "look ,a". women and mif iority

/-

candidates although it does not significantly. increase the likelihood that

they will,actually hire them. Shoemaker and McKeen (1975), for example, in

a study of hiring at 191 colleges and universities advertising positions i'n'"

the Chronicle of Higher Education deported thatf; (1) Qualified blacks and
- ..

non-black minorities were signgicantly more likely than qualified white

candidates (footnote:. An equal proportion--about two-thirds--of both black

and white applicants were c4sidered to be "qualified "), to be interviewed

(200percent of "qualified" black applicants versus 6 percent'of "qualified"

white applicants over all positions sampled) but (2) were significantly less

`.5

f
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`.5
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likely than white applicants to be hired_as a result of the interview. About

6 percent of minority interviewees were hired as, opposed to nearly 24 percent
.

of white interviewees, although, overall, "qualified" minorities and whites

were about equally likely to be hired (about 2 peicent, of the qualified

applicant pool,of both.minorities and whites were ultimately hired).

Institutional pressure for affirmative action, by itself, then, does not

. signifitantly affect hiring rates of minorities; rather, the findings suggest

that the effect of affirmative action on hiring is mediated by individual

department circumstances i.e. the departments current "utilization index"

(footnote: For affirmative action purposes, a department's utilization index

is defined as the percentage women and midbrities hired/the availability pool x

number of full-time equivalent faculty in the departmentiand provides,a gen-

erally accepted indicator of the extentpto which department hiring practices`

reflect the availabiiity.pools for woMen and minority group faculty) and its

level of attrition among women and minority group faculty.. Thornberry (1978),

in a survey of ninety department chairs in two large state universities, found

no significant difference in hiring rates by extent of institutional affir-

mative action pressures. Steele and Green (1976), howeveg, in a case study

of new hires.at a publiC research university over a two year period, found,

that, general affirmative action preisures are transformed at the department

. level by Situational factors: (1) When department util4ation is negative,
, .

the puisuit of women and minority candidates is stimulated (departments with
4

a negative Utilization index for women madO5 percent of all offers to women
0,

during the two year period -under study although they constituted only about

12 percent of the availability pool); and (2) When utilization is'positive,

the extent to which a department pursues affirmative action,depends upon
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attrition among extant women and minority faculty, i.e., those depart-

ments with little or no minority attrition made but a single offer to

minority candidates in the course of sixty-six searches and made less
t..

use of those "informal" recruitment procedures that are most effective

in finding minority candidates, while those departments with high minority

attrition made over one-quarter of all offers to minority candidates and

persisted in "informal" avenues of recruitment. It would appear that once

or
compliance has been achieved (i.e. operationally defined as a utilization

index greater thanor equal to zero), women and minority candidates were

pursued only when a vacancy/was created by the loss of anot ier woman or

minority faculty member. Departments, then, tended to single out a small

proportion of positions for allotment to women24..minorities, and once

these were filled,°to.abandon the pursuit of women and minority candidates,
op*

regardless of the number of positions that subsequently become available.

(Footnote: In'the case of minority faculty, in particular, there is the
)

further problem of determining the availAbility pool upon which utiliza-

tion indexes are.calculated. Unlike academic women, no national organiza-

tion, e.g. the.National Research Council, maintain data on the disciplinary

.

distribution of minority Ph.D. recipients. In current institutional prac-
,

tice,,the viols of minority candidates tend to be calculated

on the `basis of annual Ph.D. conferrals by a handful of the most prestigious

research universities--thus effectively excluding from their availability

estimates doctorates conferred by Howard University and other maior,pro-

ducers of black Ph.D.s. Curreht practices, thus, tend to underestimate the

availability pool of minority candidates and, thus, indirectly contribute
-7A7-

to inequities (Steele atd Green, 1976)).

-4:
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9.

If differential treatment of women and minority candidates is mani:-

fest in the results of the hiring process, Steele and Green (19761 provide

additional evidence on the,pperation of differential treatment in the pro--

cess of evaluating candidates itself. Following up on their study of hiring

decisions, they examined the hiring criteria that department chairpersons

Iapplied to u selected minority and white candidates. Specifically, they

examined the importance assigned'by department chairs to each of twenty- -

five hiring criteria as well as the ratings on each criterion of unselected

candidates. For unselected. minority candidates, the majority of correlations,.

. N..

between the rated importance of each criterion and the rating of each oandi-
.

date .on that criterion were negative, i.e, on those dimensions rated most

imPortant,'minority candidates were rated lowest, while on those dimentions

viewed as 146'important, minority candidates were rated higher. This was

emphatically not the case with unselected white candidates. It would appear

that the standing of unselected minority candidates on.these hiring crit&71.11..:-

changed dip importance assigned to these,criteria so as to emphasize candi-
.

"16t.ep liabilities and underplay their assets. (Footnote:'' It should be

'noted that these..findings are biased on the responses of only five department

. chairpersons and may, in fact, reflect defensivenessat the line of question:

ing rather than an actual bias operating during the hiring prdcessl.'

-
Less directly, the differential evaluation of faculty candidates based

onsex and/or race Is reflected,in several content analyses of letters of

refAence written'on behalf of job candidates. -Hbffma4 (.972), in a study

of letters of reference prepared by members of the Modern Language Association, 1'e,

zdetected blatant sexism in the references to physical appearance, marital/

parental status, sexual preference, participation in the women's movement or
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womens studies that-found their way into letters written in behalf of

women candidates but not those written in behalf of men. Guillemin,

4_

Holstrom, and Garuin (1979) in a content analysis of letters of referencee,

written on behalf of candidates for a junior position in sociology at a

northeastern university uncovered sex differdnces.in the appraisal of
.0

career performance and potential: Female candidates were less often

described as "capable of serious work," and were more frequently referred

to as "students" rather than "faculty"' the letters written on behalf of

females made fewer references to "intellect" and contained fewer super-

latives. While these letters, to be sure, directly reflect the values/

orientations of the writers rather than the employers, we can assume that-

'as

4

referees are attending to those characteristics they belieVe are of interest

to employers, i.e.,,they are writing for an audience as they perceive it.

Not only do.academics attend to different characteristics in evalua-
ot.

ting women and minority group candidates for academic employment, there is

even some evidence that the ascriptive characteristics of sex and/or race,

effect the evaluatiori of scholarly work itself. Goldberg (1968) asked col-.

lege.studentsto rate pairs ofscholaily articles, differing in the sex of

the-author. Fully 80 percent of the'camparisons favored male authors. And

that favorable 'bias tended ,to be exacerbated in judging scholarly work in

the traditionally masculine fields, e.g, law, linguistics, and city planning..

Salary Discrimination. Differential treatment accorded,in the hiring process

appears to extend-into the actual work gituation as well- --most notably in

the area of salary. We have already noted that academic women As a group

earn about 20 percent less thin male academics. th an effort to determine

whether salary disparities are attribUtable to sex discrimination or other
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factors, investigators have sought to control predictor variables other

than sex that

developed sep

Collectively,

might explain salary differences. Specifically, they have

arate regression equations to predict male and female salaries.

the findings of these studies suggest:

-1. Controlling for academic rankresearch productivity, and

experience, academic women still earn considerably less

than men (Bayer and Astin, 1975);

%

2. The salaries of male academics are more "predictable"_tha

.that of female academics. Tuckman (1976) was able to acc unt

for 55 percent of the variance in male faculty salaries bUt

only 32 percent of the variance in the salaries of-academic

women. Similarly, Bayer and Astin (1975) were able to .account

for nearly half the variance in male faculty,salaries as

compared with nearly 10 percent of the variance for academic

women. It would appear that more "intangible" factors are

operating-in the salary' determination process for women;

3. While in 1969, there was a high degree of similarity in the

predictors for male and female faculty, by 1973 considerable

male-female differences'in salary determinants were emerging

- (Bayer and Astin, 1975). These findings stggest that the

criteria forsalary determination may be in' the process of

change or reallignment or that they are not being uniformally

applied to men and "women. Table 6 below, based largely on

Tuckman's (1976).analysis, highlights the major salary deter-
/0

minants that'show differential impacts on academic men and

women:
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TABLE 6

Differential's in the Salary Determinants for

Male and Female Faculty

a. Research productivity-1969: -Males received a higher return

on publication (Bayer and Astin, 1975)

1973: Females receive a higher return for article publication-

(Dickman, 1976).

b. Career age /experience -- females receive a lower returnsfor

experience than males (Dickman, 1976).

c. Public servIce/administratiohmales receive a 100 percent

higher return on public service activities and a 50pcent

higher return on administrative activities.

d. Prestige of institutional affiliation-- higher return'to males

than females ( Tuckman, 1976).

e. Field=- male - female disparity highest in the professions and

g.

lowest in natural sciences/engineering.

Highest degree--Ph.D. brings significantly higher return to

females (Bayer and Astin, 1975; Tuckman,

Ph.D. prestige--significantly more important predictor for

males thin females (Bayer and Astin, 1975).

What do these` differences mean? An examination of Table Eind'gests

that females are most rewarded in 5hetloceas.Wtheir relative weakness:

While female academics are half. as likely as their male colleagues to hold

the Ph.D., publish, less, and are notablytably s rce in the natural sciences, they

.are rewarded for IpossessiOn ot'a doctorate, publication, and for choosing

the natural sciences as a career. ,Males, on the other hand, are rewarded

most heavily in precisely those areas of their greatest comparative strength

:31
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1/4

vis-avis academic women: They are more likely to publish, discharge
1

administrative responsibilities, engage in public service, and they receiveL

a premium over academic women for so doing. Similarly, they are more likely

to be married and affiliated wittimore prestigious institutions', and receive

a premium over academic women f or so dOihg. It woul seem fair to conclude,

947then, that current academic compensation practice end to recognize male

strengths and female weaknesses, i.e. they are defined in terms of male

strengthS.

Discrimination and the Allocation of Other Rewards: Academic Women. In

terms of the likelihood of gaining an appointmentat a prestigious un,i-

yersity, six, out of seven investigators (Rossi, 1970; Morlock, 1973; Cole

and Cole, 1973; M. Patterson; 1971; Baldridge, et al 1978; Cole and

Cole, 1979) 'reported that academic women were significantly less likely-than

academic men to be at "top" departments (however ."top" might be measured),.

-even after controlling for highest dpgree, Ph.D. prestige (Morlock, 1973)

and for°research productivity (Cole ana Cote, .1973 and 1979). 'Patterns of

disciplinary difference; did, however, emerge: Ferhales tended to do better

in some fields, e.g., sociology, and

and psychology -(Cole and Cole, 1973

evidence presented by Cartter (1975

women had begun to do better at the

biology, than in otheis, e.g., Chemistry

and 1979; Rossi, 1970). Moreover, the

) suggests that by, the mid-1976s academic

entry level. The sole discrepant findings,

relaorted'"by Menninger and Rose (19781, may indeed be attributable to this shift

at the entry level:, Their data, collected in 1976, is the most current avail-

able and.may merely teflect this entry level shift. Their discordant note
.

may also, however, be a function of their failure to, distinguish between women

in faculty positions and those in research and/or other professional position's.

. 32
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Their findings may thus reflect a concentration-of females in the least
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prestigioUs jobs (postdoctoral and/or research associate positions) at thg

more prestigious institutions.

In the matter of rank, receipt of prqfessional honors, and reputa-

tional standing (visibility and perceived quality of work), sex appears to

be significantly less of a disadvantage. Bayer and Astin (1975) reported

a small significant sex effect on the attainment of higher rank (partial

correlation in the neighborhobd of 115). Cole'and Cole (1973 and 1979)

found that females were only slightly

honors, although the magnitude of the

discipline (from none in biodpproto a
*

istry). They further reported only the most minor independent effect Oki

less likely to receive professional

dipadvantige varied considerably by

'partial correlation of 0.19 in chem7

rr

reputational standing (beta equals -.05). In both the receipt of honors
eft

40

and reputational standing, the lion share of any sex effects proved attri- ows

rbbutable to male-female differences in research productivity. The clear

and large disadvantage of sexign matters of compensation, then, remains,

albeit less strongly, in mates of promotion, and virtually disappearsin

the alkocatIon of professional honors and the recognition of one's peers.
. .

Discrimination and the Allocation ofRdwards: Black Faculty. No multi-
.. ,

variate analyses of the impact of race on promotion and the distribution of t

professional honors and. recognition are available.. The analysiaof the

impact of race On compensation (v. supra) suggests that in"matters of

.

salary, racial/Ohnic minority status is con

. I

tage than sex. 1

iderably less of a disadvan-
.

I-

1;

Self Perceptions of Discrimination. Beyond the data on actual discrimina-
t 4

tory behaVior, there is the evidence provided by women and minorities
11-

.03

c--
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themselves on their self-perceived status. In the Lase of academic

women, Berwald '(1962) and Crim (1978) reported a pervasive sense of limited

.oppOrtuniey. Ladd and Upset (1978) uncovered significailt sex differendes

in views concerning discrimination ap. opposed. to perCeptions of the current

status cf academic women. While 90 percent of both made and female faculty
'

_agreed that women scholars are proportionately Underrepresented in colleges

'and universities, fully two-thirds of the women agreed, and nearly 60 per-4

.ejcent,of thd men disagreed,with d.statemenx suggesting that appeals to the

-

oncept of "merit" merely cpnstituted "smokescreen fort,discrimination."7.

'Whir apparently conceding the, obvious, academic men are reluctant to attri-
.

`bute it o their own discriminatory behavior;

In the case-or black faculty, the findings Of Moore and Wagstaff (1974),'
eft,

and Rafky (1972) suggests that a large proportion'of blacVacademics in pre-

dominately white Colleges and universities feel that bl/Eks ate sometimes

"exclUded" and discriminated against, even if they are ewell qualified.' The

perceptions of discrimination, however, appear to be mediated by insEitu-

tional type, age, and, faculty qualifications. Rafky (,1972). found perceptions

of discrimination to be highest among .the least qualified faculty and among

faculty at lower quality strata institutions and correspondingly lowest among

the hest qualified faculty and faculty at higher tier institutions (among which

younger faculty are disproportionately represented). And indeed, Elmore and
.

Blackburn (1980) found an overall- perception of equity among their sample of

,well qualified and well located black faculty at the big ten universities-7

furthei-evidence of the relatively advantage5Us poSition that highly pro-

ductive bled( faCulty began to find themselves in in the early and mid- l970s.

-4
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By way of sumtary, what can be said orthe,case for overt discrimi-

nation? In. the first place, the evidence c arly suggests ovemdiscri-

minatfon in the hiring process iu-so farsas "tokenism" (the designation

of a fdr token slots reserved for women'and minorities) oPerates and-
.

differential evaluatiOn criteria are-appliedro women and minority-can-
,

didates. Although affirmative dctkon pressures appear to be moving women

. 4C
and minority group'hirinuratios in line with.availability ppols, newly

entering females appear to have.the edge over racial/ethnic minorities--
.

,-- :, ,.p.

if for no other reason than the latter's uncertain-`, vailability pools.

Academic women are being subjected to clear'and large inequities in com-

pensation, and toa,lesser.extent, in promotion, while they, have achieved

near equity in the allocation of professional honors and peer, recognition.

slack faculty, on the other hand, while not subject to the'sameqinequities

in compensation, have not. been increasing in proportionate representation

in the academic profession durifig the 1970s. While the objective evidence

and the salt reports indicate a relatively advantageous position for the

most productiVe black faculty, the "average" black facility member at pre-'----
. .

dominately white institutions appear to'bh a relatively scarce commodity,
,, ,;

.

concentrated in the lower ranks, and decidedly isolated.
.° 1

4,

The Thesis of Performance Differentials 4 c

.
._,_

, .

.While, then, a considerable portiOn'of thecurrent-status'of academic

women and minorities is clearly attributable to overt-discrimination, there
6 t

is considerable evidence as well that theircurrent status may betattribu-
\

table to diffe;ences in the type of work pdrformed and to,differential

levels of performance and productivity.

lf

1,

4.11,=pip,
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Differences in Type of Work Performed.AcademiC women spend more.time

teaching (Astin and Bayer, 1972; P. Patterson,' 1974; Simon and Usenthal,

- 1967; Centra, 1974; B. Freeman,1977; Baldridge et al; 1978) and specifically,

more time teaching,undergraduates (Bayer and Astin, X972; Baldridge et al,

1978) and less time teaching graduate students (Bayer and,Astin, 1972;

A. Freeman, 1977; Baldridge eeil, 19i8). (Footnote: The largest male-

female differences occur at the high end of the spectrum. Thus, while

male and female academics are aboUt eugit distributed at the low and mid-
.

range of the teaching load continuum, academic women are much more likely

than men to be teaching more than nine hours--nearly two-thirds of the

women as compared to less than half of the men (Bayer and Astin, 1972;

B. Freeman, 1977)). Their teaching is more concen't in small clAssel.;

while male professors are more likely to teach large lecture sections

(Bayer and Astin, 1972). Academic women spnd concomitantly less time

in research--they spend about half as much time in research (Bardridge et "al,

1978) and are twice as likely as males to.spend no time whatever in research.

(Vert, 1971)--and less time in administration - -male faculty are nearly

twice as likely to hold administrative positions (Centre, 1974). There is

some evidence of variation iri-the extent,of this work' activities disparity by

institutional type. While Bayer and As (1972) reported that the differ=

ences held firm across all work settings, B. Freeman (1977) found that male-

female difference's were somewhat attenuated at the highest quality insti-

tutions, e.g. the resea universities (less th 10 percent disparity).

Thissuggests that the erall male-femal work activity disparity may be a
4

function of the higher concentration of females in the less research oriented

'universities and comprehensive colleges.
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In the case of black facull.ty, Moore and Wagstaff (1974) report that

(1) nearly two-thirds are limited in their teaching to undergraduates only

(2) nearly four-fifths Spend-15 percent or less of their time in research .

and (3) black females tend to have higher teac ing loads than black tales

and spend vqTy little time on research. When lack and white professors

are comparedcompared directly, however, racial differ ncet in the distribution of

work effort disappear. Rafky'.s (1972)csampl of black faculty in predomi-

nantly white universities was equally likely as a comparison group of white

faculty to report research and administrati

nd Elkore and Blackburn (1984 reported

n as their major activities;

it samples of black and white

faculty at big ten universities to be abo t equal in time devoted to teach-

ing, research, and,univeraity service. I -re care conflicting findings on

the role of'black faculty as student counselors: Refit); (1972) found lilkck

faculty to be significantly more ihvolved in student academic/personal

counseling than their white colleagues, whiletElthore and Blackburn (1980),

did not. This may be a function of a more limited counseling role played

by black faculty at major research universities (Elmore and Blackburn, 1980);,

or a function of a shift in the role'of the black professor over time-- as

educational opportunity Centers and other structures that provide services.

to minority students have developed over the past decade, they may have

relieved black faculty-of some of "their student counseling burden.

Beyond teaching, research, and admiAistratiOn, <women and minority faculty

appear to be leslinyolved in off-campus professional activities. Cameron

C19781 reported. that academic women were significantly less likely than their
Ka

male colleagues to have developed strong professional network ties; and Bayer

(1973) found academic women less likely to.spenime off campus in, professional

)"1_
'Se

.
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activities. liorlock (1973), examining over thirty studies of faculty in

fourteen disciplines, reported that academic women were less likely to

participate in national meetings and to hold professional association

offices or journal 'editorships. Rafky '(1972) reported similar findings

for black faculty at predominately white institutions.

This lowered off-campus professional participation is reflected in

il

patterns of5colleagueship and collaboration. Kaufman (1978) found that

academic women were significantly less likely than men to separate friend-

ship from colleagueship and tended to include in their colleague networks

friends with whom they shared no professional interests. And this dis-

tifictively social concept, of colleagueship is reflected in patterns of

collaboration in research and publication. Cameron (1978) foUnd that while

academic women were asolikely as males to collabdrate on research,, they

tended to limit their collaboration to a very ,few colligues with whom

they worked more intensively. Males, on the other hand tended to work

with a much larger network of different collgborators, interacting on a

moreitask-spe fic basis. Thus, although females,are.no more likely than
4

males to he married to academics (Bayer, 1973),, females were more likely

to collaborate with their spouces-- a."primarY'! kie. And when academic women,
c' 0a)

do collaborate with their male colleagues, they tend to accept secand

authorship nearly two-thirds,of the time (Wilkie and Allen (1975).

The picture that emerges of black faculty, based to be sure, on

limited evidence, is one of relative isolation from their white colleagues

and the slfarch for professional and social support from other blacks.

While the collaboration rate of black faculty approaches the norm (over one-

half had not co-authored publications with colleagues, Moore andWagstaff,
v.

to"4.14(,)
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(1974), MiddletOo's (1978) findings suggest that the nature of that collabo--

ration is rather distinctive: Man black faculty tend to look to a differ-

ent set of colleagues beyond their department, i.e. other black faculty in

the same or related fields who effectively form a "black network." And

these findings are echoed by those of Anderson's (1979) case study of

faculty at a major public research university.

In the atea of paid consulting, academic,women appear to be at a

greater disadvantage than black faculty. Bayer (1973) found that women
a

scholars were only two-thirds as likely as men to have engaged in paid

consulting, with the disparities greatest at the university lever. Elmore

\

and Blackburn (1980), on the other hand,'found no significant differencgs

in consulting among black and white faculty at the university level,.'

Differences id Research Productivity and Performance: 'Academic Women. Female

academics are mot only significantly different from their male colleagues

in what they do, but in how productive they are in their work. Tho results
. .

; < / ,.

of some two dozen studies in the last decade provide Overwhelming evidence

tbatignales outpublishtemaleA across all types and quality 'strata of insti-.

tutions by as much as two or three to one (Fulton, 1975; Ladd and Lipset,

1976; Baldridge et al, 1978; Hall andBlacburn, 1978)... Whether focusing_

on cumulative production or publication rate, one dominant pattern emerges

again and again (Astio4- 1973; Centra, 1974; Wei&an and We4dman,-197 ;

.Fulton, 1975; B. Freemin,,1977;.Astin, 1978; Cameron, 1978 and 1981): Men

axe significantly overrepresented at the highest levels,of productivity

. -
(ira., a significautlydhigherpercentage of academic men publish prolifically);

females are disproportionately represented at the lowest productivity levels

(i.e. academic women are disproportionately found among non-publishers);

k

4:
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academic women are either similar to (Astin, 1973; Centra, 1974; Weidman and

Weidman, 197 ;I. Freeman, 1977),-or,significantly higher than (Fulton,

1975; Astin, 1978; Clmeron, 1978), males in their proportionate repre-

o'sentation among moderate level publishers.. Thus, while academic womenare

significantly more likely not to engage in publicationl,when they do, hey

are more likely to be moderate rather than prolific in their publications.

,A sizeable portion of this publication disparity seems to be attri-
.

butable to academic women's "weaker" position on a cofistellation of corre=

.lates of research productivity: They are less likelx,oto at the higher

quality strata .institutions an&at research universitids, ipse likely to bel

-, found in the,higher ranks, less likely to be found in the most'productive

'disciplines (e.g. the natural sciences). Althougholost studies control for

.

one or,more of thebe factors, and none controls for all of them, there

nonetheless remains some Md of residual, independAnt sex effegt--an

'effedt that varies considerably from study to study (depending, in part;

-con the number of control-variables examined). Controlling for only one

4,.4- dr two of these yields partial correlations Of a magnitude of 0.35 (e.g.

Cole and Cole, 1973 and 1979, controlling for institutional type and quality).

__-\/gimultaneously controlling for most in a multiple regression analysis yields

betaweights of a magnitude of 0:10 (Hall and Blackburn, 1978)°.

While the malel-emale publication disparity, then, .tends to withstand

the scrutiny of multivariate analysis, lt.does show marked fluctuati6--

most notably, by discipline. The disparity is loWest in'the natural sciences
. .

(Folger, Astin, and Bayer, "1970) and in some,of the social science disciplines,

especialir'seciology (Cole ane.ole, 1979). Indepd, examining publication'

-rate,,Fulton (1975) found rhirthe7proportion of prolific publishers among

40
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women in the natural and social sciences was fully two times higher than

that for the Sample as a whole. And Centra (1974) reported alMost, no. dis-''

parity in cumulative publication among physical and biological' science

-doctorate's.

.Several studies have further documented fluctuation in the disparity

over the course of the academic career: The initial disparity.is small,

but begins to. measureably widen about five -ten years after receipt of the

doctorate (Converse and Converge, 1971; Cole and Cole, 1973; Centra, 1974);

and that attenuated mid-careerjlisparity appeari alternatively to narrow

by about the twentieth year after receipt of the Ph.D. .(Converse,and

ConverSe,,1971; Centra, 1974) or to steady out (Cole and Cole, 1973;

Centra, 1974) depending on the type of institution with which a faculty
410.

member is affiliated (centre detected a narrowing among college faculty,

and a "steadying out"'among, university faculty) or their disciplinary-affili-

ation (Cole and Cole's sample of natural scientists displayed a "steadying

out" patternl. The pattern of -a "narrowing" disparity over the course of

the academic career is reflected (in combination with a "selection" factor);

to some extent, in the finding of a significant rank effect. Fulton (1975),

and Astin, (1978), in'a'secondary Analysis of the 1969 Carnegie-American

Council on Education Faculty Suryey, found the publication disparity

declining as faculty ascended the heirarchy of academic ranks: With

increasing rank, the proportion of famale-"inactives" dedlined, approaching

parity with males at the full professor level;, while the proportion of mod-

erate feMale publishers substantiaily,Ancreased (there was, however, no sub-
.

stantial reduction in the'disparity-at the highest levels of publication

- prolificness)..
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The disparity'in publication productivity is replicated in women

academic's performance in " grantsmanship" (grantpersonship). Simon

Ind Rosenthal (1967),.Bayer (1973), and Ladd and Lipset (1978) found

academic women significantly less likely to receive research grants

across all types of institutions'. Moreover,when they do, they are

,
less likely thin theri-iiire-651ItiiiieS to be,principal-inv!gtigators.

Bayer (1973) found that while one -third of the female academics in his

sample had received some grant, only about 'one- eighth of the sample were

serving as:principal investigators compared to nearly one-third of the

,men. (Footnote: Camertt (1978) found virtual parity betweenimales and

females in her sample in the Rroportios receiving one or more grants and

in the'average number of grants received over a three year period. Her

*findings may reflect the effort of federal agencies during the latter

half of the 1970s to be more self-consciously "evenhanded" in their

-distribution of grant funds.. Or, their findings may merely reflect the

exclusion of faculty in the natural sciences from her sample--that group

who are mostlikely to receive grants and who are simultaneously least

likely tO count academic women among their ranks).

Differences in-Research-Productivity and Performance: Black Faculty,

Three of the four available studies (Rafky, 1972; Moore and Wagstaff, 1974;

R. Freeman, 1978) found pa ern of black-white'Hisparity in,publication

pro ctivity similar to that between male and female faculty. Rafky (1972)

found that black faculty in predominately white colleges and universities

were,significantly more likely to be "non-producers" and significantly less

likely. to be "high producers" -- while about equally likely as white faculty

to be "moderate" publ-i0ers. -And R. Freeman!,s (1978) secondary analysis Of
),
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the 1969 and- 1972 -73 Carnegie-American Council on Education Faculty Survey

data found that white faculty outpublished black faculty by a ratio of

two to,one when faculty at the black colleges were excluded. The sole

. discrepant findings are adVanced by Elmore and Blackburn (1980) who found
,

no significant productivity differences between black and white faculty at

the big ten universities. The failure to find a significant difference may

be an artifact of their relatively small sample size (eighty-one black and

ninety-two white faculty), or, alternatively, it may reflect the increased

demand for highly productive black faculty noted by R. Freeman (1978) in

the early and mid-70s who were then "selected" to the big ten universities.

The Teaching Effectiveness of Academic Women. If aca mic women are less

involved and less prodgctive in research, in the areasin which they focus

the lion share of. their effort--teaching--they appear sto be no more.effec-
L

tive overall than their male colleagues., Among,s dozen studies,that examine c

the 'relationship of instructor's sex to student ratings of teaching effective-

ness, five reported no significant differences (Choy, 1969; Katz, 1971;

Ferber and Loeb, 1973;!Ferber and Huber, 197 ; Barnett and Littlepage, 1979).

Four, additional studies yield non-significant findings overall! however,'

they repor, tsignificant differences either '(1) on only a fey teacher rating

instrument items or i2) for certain disciplines and not others. No clear

pattern.emerges from the items that cto yield significant sex differences.

And only one.item yielded significant differences in more than one study:

, Both Wilson and Doyle (1976) and Elmore and LaPointe (1974-1975) found that

male faculty were more highly rated in matters of "clarity" of presentation

and speaking. A clear pattern does, however,, emerge for disciplinary differ-

ences:, Female faculty were rated higher in the traditionally "female"



disciplines (e.g. home economics), and lower in the traditional masculine

disciplines'(e.g. engineering and' agriculture) (Kajander, 1976; Ferber and

Huber, 197 ). It would be a mistake, however, to overstate these differ-

ences for, while they attain statistical significance, they are generally

quite sma)cl and explain by themselves only very minute portions of the

variance in teaching effectiveness ratings.\
That academic women are.not rated letter teachers overall may none-

theless mask their particular effiqacy with some groups of studefits.

Tidball (1979) and others have suggestel that female facultyare particu-

larly effective as "role models" for female students. *It may be, then,

'that they are more effective teachers for female ,students. This hypothe-

sis has been tested in'several recent studies of the interaction effect of

instructor'x student sex on teaching effectiveness ratings. Wgile three out

of five studies shono signifiCant interaction(Elmore and LaPointe, 1974
1.

=

and 1975; Wilson and DoYle, 106), two of the five studies do. Ferber'and

Huber (1971, in a study of faculty of the University of Illinois, found that

while male faculty were similarly rated by male and female students, female

. students tended to rate feinalkfaculty'much higher than male students r4ted

these same faculty, and significantly' higher than they rated male faculty.

These findings are corroborated by Mackie (1976) in a study of student ratings

at the University of Calgary. They are, however, difficult to interpret.

The negative evidence (Elmore and LaPointe, 1974 and 1975; Wilson and Doyle,

1976)'is furnished by studies of faculty in the humanities and social sciences,

whilethe,gositive evidence (Mackie and Ferber and Huber) is furnished by

studies of faculty in home economicagriculture, physical education and,

sociology. The 'peculiar" efficacy of female faculty for female students

14



may therefore vary considerably by discipline. Moreover the generli-

,
zability of the findings of all of these studies is clouded by the non-

random sampAingfof faculty within sex groups (they simply uee'all avail-
,

able courses that have both male and female instructors). The male and

female faculty evaluated can in no way be viewed as representative of male --
.

and female faculty even at the single universities froM which the course

evaluations were drawn. And, finally, except for Wilson and Doyle, none

of the studies control for course level, instructor rank, format, content

area--all variables-beyond sex that may be effecting student ratings in

unpredictable ways. It would appear that, at least At this point in -time,

no robust inferences can be. made.

How webintgrpret these performance differentials - -Whether they can be

seen to justify the different 1' of women and minorities in AOademe--"

depends to what we choose to attribute them.- To the extent that they result

from the free choice of participants according to their preferences (these

4

references, to be sure, may be influenced by differential socializition),

then, performance differentials may indeed justify differential treatment

(provided, of course, we are Willing-to accept the biases of the extant aca-
,,,

demic reward system). To the extent, however, that they are-attributable to

inequitable training opportunities.orto externally imposed constraints on

the aCademic Career, then performance differentials may merely mirror

inequities-in the larger, society. We therefore tura now to an examination

Of the evidence bearing on the sources of women and minorities performance

differentials.
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Jessie Bernard (1964) was among the first students of academic women

0

to suggest that their status within Academe was, to a cOnsiderable,extent,
Ot4 NN

C,

a matter of choice. Women
*
she claimed, by virtue of their prior sociali-

zation, were more oriented to the "teacher" verses the "man-of-knowledge"
.

role to the socio-emotional (nurturant) aspects of working.with students

'rather than the cerebral, competitive tasks of research. And,-to a consid-
,2.

. 6
a

et-able extent, she argued that it was these differences in that

, lead female faculty to choose lesP rewarded academic.activities and self.

4 select\thampelves.to those types of acadeic instituticns'Cteactang-oriented

colleges) that permitted them to most freely pursue their preferences.

To' what exteht does.the evidenCe support this positfon of inherent.

male-female differences in orientation and activity preferences resulting

from prior socialization? Perhaps the strongest evidence is providad'by

the sizeable sex differentials in the goals faculty ascribe to their untier-

graduate teaching. In the 1972-1973 American Council on Education Faculty

Survey; 20 percent morefemales than males endorsed student emotional

',-

development, herping studedts achieve deeper levels of self understanding,

.6

and preparation of students for family living asgoals,of their undergraduate

teaching; 10 percent more females than males endorsed deVelopment of moral
--

. --

character, development of responsible citizens,. conveying a basic appre-
2

ciation of the liberal arts, and provision o the local community with skilled

human resources as goals of their undef aduate teaching. These sex differ-
.

eries are largely replicated in facul y ratings of the importanceoCt the
4

educational goals of .their institutio , although the size of the diffe:rdritials

is somewhat attenuated. Moreover, ese sex differences, by an large, hold

V

"Ai
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across institutional types at the same level of magnitude (although absolute

percentages are slightly-lower at the universities). It would appear, then,

that these sex differences persist regardless of insitutional context

and 'cannot be'ascri4ed to differences in.the distribution of academic

women over institutional types (i:e. their preponderance' in the more

teaching oriented insti utions).

The "peculiar" orientation of,women acadeMics as a group is further

reflected in their tendency to endorse teaching effectiveness, rather than

publications, as tfte primary basis for promotion(Bayer, 1913; Tidball,'1976;

Laddang Lipaet, 1978)"'Indeed, it is academiC women in the universities.

Uhoare nearly 'twice as'likely as the sample as a whole to endorse teaching .

effectiveness over publications as a basis for promotion, suggesting"that°
et

female faculty feel even more strongly about the importance,of teaching

effectiveness at those institutions where it is most, challenged by the.

P
research ethic (Bayer, 1973). It is not surprising, then, that female fac-

ulty as'a group proclaim themselves'moreriented to teaching than research.

:. Ladd and Lipset (1978), found.that 11 percent fewer academic women than Ten
4 e 0

indicated a primarpinterest in research. Even among the youngest age

collbrts, while the absolute proportion preferring research rose slightly;

fully 15 percent fewer women than men indicated a preference for research.

And these sex differenees in research orientation held across institutional

quality strata and, with the exception of faculty in the social sciences,

across - academic fields. (Footnote: The greater orientation'toward research

among female social scientists may. be related to the-fact that they also turn

.4*

out to be much more committed to .the ideology of the women's liberation movement

° ° thdh their cq lleagues inptherifields. .Perhaps.as a result, they have also

47 D
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rejected other traditional feminine orierti6ns, which have been reflected .6-

in the-preference of female academics for the less competitive person-related

teaching role (Ladd and Lipset, 1,978)). Moreover, even among those female

faculty who are more research oriented, we find significant sex differences

16

in the character of the research they undertake. Acadethic women were

significantly less likely to undertake "pure /basic" research and sig-

nificantly more likely, .to pursue "literiry or expressive" (Bayer, 1973)'

or "soft /qualatative" (Ladd and Lipsatv 1976) .a.pproaches.--And it is

the pure or basic resear orientation that is most significantly associated

'with high7research pro tivity (Astin, 1978).

The evidence support ng racial/ethnic diff rences in teachiig orien-
-.

t tion is consi, erably sparser than that for sex. While Hayden's (1978),

of the educational goals of minority faculty in black'colleges and

black studies programs draws no direct comparisons with white faculty,

her findings' o suggest racial/ethnic differences in the nature of faculty
a r.

educational goals. These black faculty rated as least important the goal

of 'assimilating the student into the dominant culture," while they heartily

endorsed goals such as "preparing the student to help promote an.econom#

system that is cooperative rather than competitive," "developing a.com-

mitment to serve the black community," "fostering racial solidarity," and

'enhancing the elf-conceptoof the student". While it tie not clear to -

What extent black fadulty at predomiilant1y white institutions outside of

black studies would support these latter goals, it does seem fair eo con-

clude that a significant group of.black faculty orient their teaching

activ ity to goals that would not be of the highest priOrity to,majority

male faculty.

r

.6
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Anothe arena in which free choice influenced by early socialization

may be operat ng is-in'the distfibution of faculty by discipline. In our

n of the status of ,academic women ,(v. -page. 5), we noted

of "segregation" by discipline: While scarcely rep-

'earlier discuss

'a historic pattern

resented among facul y in the natural sciences and. in the

11

o

f

quantitative

fields (e.g. engineeri , economics and business), fully. f of all female

faculty, were teaching in

the,performing arts, educ

uster of historically "feminine" fields-7

,.library science,'health related profes-

languages. While the proportion of femalessiont, and English and mo

enrolled in gradutte scho

> .
percent, tc4 nearly 45 p

rease'd dramatically during the 1970s (from

National,Center for Educa
. .

o 4re

"segregation?_by disctpli

female graduatestudents

all graduate students seeking degrees --

ion Ska istics, 1979), changes in pattern of

eq.lave b en onti slight in compirison. While

ere by 177 increasingly drawn-to law, economics

and the physical sciences (chemistry rither thdh physics), their represen-

,

tation among graduate sta ents In engineering was actually-declining, and

ources, they continued to be heavily concentratedin agriculture/gttural re
.

in the "food sciences."

of thaggraduate students i

foreign languages, and lib

Center for Educational St

variations do not appear t
4#4,

graduate school admissions at

oreover,. women continued to constitute a majority.

education, the health professions, English,
4

ary science (Ladd and Lipset, 1978; National

tistics, 1979)t These continued sex-related

cited by Ladd and Lipset (197

departments with a high xat

esult from admissions barriers. A study of

the- University of California at Berkeley,

), revealed that women tended to apply to
; t

of applicants to places, largely those that

did not require mathemitiCa preparation. As the authors of the study
4

4
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pointed out: "Women are shunted by their socialization and education

toward fields'of graduate study that are generilly more crowded, less pro-

ductive of completed degrees, and less well funded, and that frequently

offer poor professional employment prospects" ( ).

Black graduate qtudent enrollments display a similar pattern tothat

of women--except that.there has been no appreciable swelling of black

graduatee student enrollment during the decade' of the 1970s. By 1977,

blacks continued to constitute only about 3 percent of all Ph.D. reoipients

and continued to "segregate" themselves into a few fields: education, a'few

of the social sciences and humanities (National Center for Educational Sta-

tistics, 1979).
a

One
(,

final note on the issue of sex and race related differences in

faculty orientation to cooperation versus competition. While we have no

direct evidence on the attitudes,, of women and black faculty toward compe-

tition,-several studies, offer susgestive findings. Bayer (1973) solicited

faculty perceptions of their relative career success compared to male and

female colleagues in their field with comparable training. Refound that

while male faculties perception of their career success was largely inde-

pendent of the sex of their comparison group, female faculties perception-

were not, i.e., female facUlty tended to compare themselves favorably with

their female colleagues, but much less favorably with their male colleagues.

While these sex differences may merely reflect the reality that malts are

more likely than females to receive thetangible rewards (e.g. promotion,

affiliation with a prestigious. institution, and higher salaries) associated

with career-success, they maralao reflect a disinclination on the part of
17

women academics to "compete" with their male colleagues. Middleton (1978).
lo.

50
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reported that some young black faculty had "become discouraged by the

pressgres of working in white institutions and voluntarily have gone back

to black colleges or left higher education altogether." To what extent

such withdrawal represents a response to the harsh economic realities Qf

the academic profession during the late 1970s or a more general disincli-

nation toward the competition for P;;),Motion and tenure is not clear.

Differencesitv Training.hid,Eciucational Background

Female faculty defy the law of the positive influence of so ial class

on academic careers: That is, higher socio-economic background t s to be

associated with attendance at more prestigious baccalaureate and graduate

institutions which'-is, in turn, associated with more favorable placement in

the academic stratification system (v. Crane, 1969 and Studies of the Impact

of Ph.D. Prestige on the Prestige Institutional Affiliation). They have

historically

grotinds than

'so (Strober,

come to an academic career from higher socio-economic back -

male academics (Bernard, 1964; Astin, 1969) and continue to do

1975; B. Freeman, 1977; Ladd and Liplet, 1979)--indeed, younger

female faculty come from the most privileged backgrounds in the entire pro-

fession; and yet, they have been unable to translate the advantages of their

background into status within the academic profession.

What intervenes between, socio-economic origin and career entry to atten-
.

uate the effect of socio-economic origin? Since academic women do not differ

appreciably from their male colleagues in the prestige of their baccalaureate

or graduate institutions, the most obvious factor appears to be sex-related

differences in the attainment of the doctorate. Through the early 1970s,

academic women have bedh.about half as 1,1.kely as their,male colleagues to

hold the Ph.D. ,(Eckert, 1971; Bayer, 1973; Morlocic, 1973; Kane, 1976;
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Baldridge et al, 1978); and possession of the doctorate is importantly asso-

ciated with teaching in universities rather than colleges, publication, and

salary aad,promotion ( Blau, 1973; Finkokstein, 1978

). However, if,s.ma
il.
e-female differences in attainment

of the doctorate was the major determinant of male-female status disparities,

ne Would expect, non -Ph.D. malevto be as bad off as non-Ph.D. femalesand

this s decidddly not the case., The 1970 Modern Language Association'Com-

mission o the Status of Women found that more men without the doctorate

reached the ra Oftfull or associate profess'or than women. And' data-fram----

.the American Counci on Education 1972-1973 Faculty Survey corroborate this

finding: Male faculty w hout the Ph.D.--some 25 percent'of the male faculty

sample--were distribu4d near evenly over the ranks of assistant,:asso-

ciate, and full professor, while n-doctorate females--just over half the

sample of academic women.=--ydre.heavil clustered at the assistant professor

,level. These data, no doubt, overestimat the sex effect since they do not

take career age (years of experience) into count - -thy proportion of aca-

demic women in the "under thirty" age category s nearly twice that for aca-

demic men and one would expect this entry-level4 to_be clustered at the

lower ranks. Overall, however, the age and experience distribution' of male

and female faculty i5 quite similar (Bayer, 1973) (and only about 5 percent

more females.than males are just embarking on their sery ce in the academic ,

'....profession); so that the disadvantage of the academic wome appears to persist,

irrespective of the terminal degree issue.

What background factors beyond mere pobsession of the Ph D., then, con-,

A
tribute to the relative disadvantage of academic women? There is evidence of

sex-related inequities in several components ofgraduate trainin that

52,
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investigators have found to be associated with later performance and _career

success (Crane, 197 ; Cameron, 1978 and 1980). Graduate assistantships in

teaching and research provide an opportunity to work closely with.a faculty,

member outside the classroom; and, especially in the latter case, provide

a&oppOrtunity for the development'of research Skills and for early pub-
.,

liCation (the major determinant of later career publication productivity--

Clement, 1974;'Finkelstein,,1978'

It is ifiese.verY sorts ofopportunit es that are conducive to the develop-
.

ment of a "mentoring" relatilnsh with a faculty member who max then serve

as sponsor in the early star- of an academic career--a critical factor in

gaining access to the be .t ac demic positions (Cameron, 1978; Blackburn,

Chapman, and+,*C-..- 980). IYet, academic women at all types of insti-

tutions were only half as likely as men to have held research assistant-

ships and two-thirds as likely as:men to have held teachingassistantships

(Bayer, 1973; Centra, 1974; S rober, 1975; N. Freeman, 1977). Moreover,

both Sell' (1974) and B.' Fiee n- (1977) found.khat academic women at research

universities were significantly-less likely to report'having a faculty spon-

sor'..in graduate school., Thatli likelihood, however, varied considerably by
I

discipline--with the disparity approaching zero in the case of social

science faculty; that very g oup which shows'no sex-related disparity in

coo

research orientation and productivity (Ladd and Lipset; 1979).

There is at leiSt one s gn that the gap may be narrowing4 Cameron

(1978) in a 1977 studyunco ered-nosexreiated-differences in graduate

school' sponsorship. Her ne ative findings may be attributafile.to particulars

of sample -sire and cOtpositkon; The small sample size would require very

0$
large dis rities tp attai Statistical significance and the preponderance

Ar ,
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of social science faculty would tend to narrow any sex-related disparities.

They may also, however,-be attributable to changing attitudes and practices
o

in graduate education: Cameron collected her data fully five years after

Sell and Freeman, following a period which saw both Increasing pressures

for affirmative action and a ris female graduate school enrollments.

Nonetheless, for most current female faculty, trained, in the first half of

the 1970s or earlierF;Ahe evidence suggests sex-related differentials in

training opportunitie9k1Srecisely in those a4ects of graduate education

associated with initia,klip placement and later productiyity. And, all of

this quite beyond any tsex differences in the likelihoodof Ph.D. attainment.

(Footnote: The issue remains, of course, as to what extent these sex differ-
*

ences owe to the operation of #references--i.e., women self-selecting

themselves out of research assistantsps and into teaching assistantships,

10.

in which they achieve tear equity with men--or discrimination on the part

of -graduate EatultSr.)

If women faculty defy the Taw of socio - economic status and academic

careers, black faculty at predominantly white institutions conformto it --

with a vengeance. Black faculty are twice as likely as their-white colleagues

to come from low socio-economic origins,*'with younger black faculty even more

likely to do so than their older colleagues (Rafky, 1972). At the bacca-

laureate level, the top ten producers of black faculty are all black col-

leges, with younger black faculty more. likely to have attended the least

prestigious predominantly whitey institutions, especially public comprehensive

colleges and universities (Bryant, 1970; Mommsen, 1974). At the graduate--

level, black faculty, like academid-women, are about half as likely to hold

the Ph.D. as their white colleagues (Rafky, 1972; R. Freeman, 1978); and
I
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those who do attain the doctorate tend to take'much longer to do so than

their white colleagues (footnote: Rafky (1972) found that the median time

for Ph.D. completion for black faculty was thirteen years subsequent to

receipkof the baccalaureate at a median age of thirty-six comparedto a

median completion time of seven and a half years post-B.A. at a median age

of thirty for white faculty). Unlike academic women, however, black faculty

were less likelyothan their majority male colleagues to pursue their doctoral

Studies at the most prestigious research universities--and this is especially

true for the younger black faculty cohort (Rafky; 1972). In light of these

conditions, the careers of black faculty, even more so than those-of academic

women, are likely tobe adversely effected by their education and graduate

training.

The Differential Context of the Academic Woman's Career

While academic ragmen are more likely than men to interrupt their graduate

study for childbirth and other domestic 'responsibilities (P. Patterson, 1974;

Strober,'1975), they tend to complete their degrees about as quickly (Strober,

1975) ifsat a slightly later age (Tuckman,11976); and, upon degree completion,

typically plunge right into an academic career (Gappa and Uehling, 1980).

Once having embarked on their career, they are no more likely than men to

interrupt it for personal.and family reasons (Folger, Bayer; and Astin, 1970;

Bayer, 1973). w

While, then`, academic women pursue their career trajectory as directly,

.if a little later than; academia ms4 a number of constraints operate on that

pursuit. Marriage and family tesponsibilities appear to be an important con-
.

.straint (footnote: Marriage. has traditionally been more of, an, advantage to

professAontl tale .than the professional female: Tor men, the spouse functions

e v5 a
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as a source of support, a household workhorse--minimizing family distractions

to work--and even as a research assistant; for women, marriage and a family

become something they have to juggle with their professional responsibilities

(Koester and Clark, 19801). While it is true that academic women are only

half as likely to be married as academic men (45 versus 90 percentFulton,

1975;. B. Freeman, 1977). and the plurality are indeed single, the proportion

of married academic women is increasing among each new age cohort entering

the profession--to nearly 60 percent among the most recent female enterants.

Marital constraints, therefore, are particularly significant for younger

female facultythose who are in the thick of the tenure race--and will be

even more so-in the future should present trends continue.

Several recent studies (Herman and Gyllstrom, 1977; Koester and Clark,

1980) report that married female faculty experience more conflict between

work and family roles than unmarried female faculty or married fade faculty.

The primary source of that strain appears to ,be sheer "lack of time" to teet

oppdking-demands. Koester and Clark (19801 and Mayfield and Nash '(1976)

4

reported "time management" to be the number one source of tension for mar-

ried female faculty. Herman and Gyllstrom (1977), Heckman at al (1977)

and St. John-Parsons (1978) found that ademic women, even those in pro-

portedly equality-oriented relationsk1ips, tended to revert to traditional

sex roles in the family -- assuming responsibility for household maintenance,

cooking, etc. and retaining primary,responsibility for parenting. Thus,

female faculty were found to spend 50-100 percent more time in home'main-

tenance durin the work week and during weekends than academic men (about

-

twenty-eight hours overall-Gappa and Uehling, 1980) and 40 percent less

time .in,professional work during the weekends (Herman and Gyllstrdm, 1977)--

56
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this despite the extensive use of full -time' childcare.

Beyond the day7toTday time Constraints, marriage also appears to con-,

strain the career mobility of academic women. While Iss likely to be m r-

ried, they are two or three, times as likely as academic men to have spo ses

who are professionals -- frequently also proftssors (Simon, Clark and Galway,

1967; Astin 1969; B. Freeman, 1977; Blackburn et al, 1980). This re ults

in several sorts of constraints:

1. Enforced mobility when the spouse moves--Berger et al (1977)

in a study of job-seeking strategies among dual-career couples,

found that while most couples initially chose egalitarian

strategies (optimization of opportunity for both), in response

to market unfavorability, they tended to revert to the tra-

ditional strategy of giving the husband's career precedence.

Astin (1969) found married female doctorates more mobile than

- the unmarried, primarily as a result of spouse job moves. And

Reagan (1975) found that even female economics faculty who were

"equal" or "major" earners in their family, were significantly

more likely than men to have given up a good job in the past

because their spouse had to move (nearly one-third of the

females compared to 4 percent of the males):

2. Immobility owing .to spouse's employment--BIM.dge et al

(19781 reported that while female faculty were more dis-

satisfied with. their jobs than their male colleagues, they .

were significantly less likely,to move as a result, among

other things, of family considerations. Rose (1978) and
.

Marwell et al.(1979) found that while male and female faculty
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made about the same number of job shifts, women tended sig-

nificantly more often to remain in the same geographic

location (33 percent as compared with 7 percent of the men).

And Reagan (1975) found that while female economics facility

who were "equal" or "major" family earners were as "willing"

as men to move, their past mobility patterns indicate that

the spouse's career has taken precedence.

And recognition of this enforced immobility leads to exploitation: Heckman

et al (1977) found that among 200 couples holding joint membership in the ,

American Psychological Association, nearly 20 percent cited professiofial

exploitation, -i.e. colleges and universities took advantage of a female

academic's geographical "stuckness" to pay her less and offer her a non-

regular appointment.

It appears clear, then, that marriage and family have an especially

negative impact on the job mobility'of female faculty and ultimately on their

careers insofar as mobility, or the threat of mobility, has traditionally been
5y

A

associated with "moving up" in the academic world--both in rank and in salary.

Academic women simply do not have that "ace.in the hole" working for them:

When.they,do change jobs, it is more likely to be in the same geographical

location, and they are less likely to advance in rank and salary than their
4

more geographically mobile male colleagues (Marwell, 1977).
*44,

'If marriage and family responsibilities constrain the career mobility

of female faculty-and increase"the stress level under which-they must operate,

on a daily basis, the evidence suggests that the preemptiveness of the family

role may not directly account for sex-xelated differences in performance,

especially in the area .pf research. Nine recent investigations have sought
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to examine the relationship between marital and parental status and the

research productivity' of female faculty (Simon, Clark and Galway, 1967;

Astin, 1969; Folger, Astin and Bayer, 1970; Cole and Cole, 1973; Centra,

1974; Weidman and Weidman, 197 ; Ferber and Loeb, f§ ; ,Freeman, 1977;

Hamovitch and Morgenstern, 1978). Two-thirds of these studies found no

significant difference in research productivity between married and unmarried

academic women (footnote: Among these studies, all three that examined the

relationship for males found that married men were indeed more productive

.than unmarried men; and four/five that examined the,impact of_parentS1 status

found it to he non-significant). Indeed, two/three of the "discrepant"

studies (B. Freeman, 1977; Astin, 1978) found that married women were actually

more productive than their single c6lleagues. Initial differehces at the

assistant professor level were quite small, but swelled to the point that at

the full professor level, married females outpublished.single females by

two or three to one and el-S-b-outpubl shed married males. The third dis-

crepant study, Astin (1969),,reports lower "Productivity among married Women

academics- -but, the relationship is very small (r = - .06) and of limited

.practical significance. Still further doubts are cast on the significance
. ,

of the relationship by the peculiarities of Astin's sample: Astin extended

her survey to female Ph.D.-recipients, generally, rather than limiting it to

those who were employed full-time in the labor force. By including non-

working doctoral recipients and those employed part-time who are more likely

to be married, to be parents, and to be non - productive, Astin increased the

likelihood of finding a negative relationship.

While it would appear, then, that marital and parental responsibilities

cannot acg9un for sex-related difference6 in research performance, this

.v



consensus needs to be interpreted with caution. While the studies focus on

cumulative publication over the academic' career, they seek to relate it to

respondent marital status only at the time of the survey. This creates a

thigh potential for the misclassification of individual respondents: A faculty

member just married, yet single during most of their career would be classi-

fied as married; similarly, someone who has been married most of their career

and is recently just widowed or divorced would be classified as single. Hqw

might such misclassification effect the findings? It may be that they effec-

tively cancel each other out (about equal numbers of married and single respon--

dints are'misclassified); or, it May be that errors of classification hide any'
A&

real relationship that might exist. We have no way of telling.
\),.

.

To "the extent, however,,that we lend credence to these findings? then

we are led to conclude that while family role constraints make for added stress

and reduce the advancement opportunities that attend mobility, they do 'hot

explain male - female, differentials in research performance. And that expla-

nation still seems to reside in activity preferences/orientations that seem

attributable toeatlier sex roles socialization.

The Differential Context of the Black Professor's Academic Career

While black female faculty experience the same conflict between profei

sional and family responsibilities, they, together with black male faculty,

seem to be subject to the additional tug-of-war between their professional

and community responsibilities.(the "larger" family, as it were).

Walker (1973) detected a "double-con'Sciousness" among black university

professors as they struggled to reconcile.theofrequently incompatible behaviors

demanded of them by the academiand black communities: Incompatibilities

between the action research orientation- demanded by the Afro-American community
. .
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versus the academic research orientation demanded by tenure and promotion

committees; the incompatibility between the role of scholar versus the role

of community activist IncOmpatibilities between the communicative style

characterizing the two communities; and, the sheer time demands imposed by

service to both.

This "double- consciousness" is reflected in the goals black faculty

pursue in their teaching: The preparation of students to compete in the

economic system versus the development of commitment to the black community

(Hayden, 1978). More immediately, it is reflected in the tensions of daily

work. Moore and Wagstaff (1974) and Middleton (1978) report on the individual

psychological repercussions of at once pursuing promotion and tenure and serv-

ing as the "resident" black, i.e. becoming involved in the counseling.of black

students, serving on a disproportinate share of committees, especially those

concerned with affirmative action and minority affairs, attending black events

on campus, as well as maintaining relationships with the black community. .

Moreover, the dilemma is confounded insofar as most black faculty, are in edu-

cation, the humanities, and the social sciences, and their research and teach-

,ing directly or indirectly, touches on matters of race.

While no studies empirically test the effect of these tensions on black

faculty performance and career advancement, impressionistic evidenee\uggests

that for those black faculty caught on the wrong sideof the dilemma, both

petformance and career advancement Mey suffer (Middleton, 1978).

The Peculiar Stresses of Being a "Token"' 1

e't

Quite beyond the conflicts generated by divided loyalties to profession

sand family/community, women and Minority faculty, single and married, are

subject to the additional stress of frequently being the only one of their

61
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kind in a'departmentthe deVfant individual in an otherwise racially and/or

sexually homogeneous group.

Kanter (1977, 1979) has examined the impact of low proportional tep-

.

resentation of a particular social category on group functioning in bUsi-

ness organizations. In "skewed" groups i.e. groups, in which one 'social

category predominates Over another by a ratio of more than 85:15, she

uncovered a set, of dynamics which empirically defines "tokenism,." In such

skewed groups, the token; (1) tends, as a deviant, to have high visibility'

(which creates performance pressures of its own) and to function as a 'symbol"

of their social category for the dominant group (creating the additional

pressure of r resenting all women or all blacks to the dominant group);

(2) provides the impetus (occasion) for increased self consciousness among

the dominants of their common culture and ipso facto the token's deviance

(and this is reflected in the tendency to isolate tokens on-the periphery

of 'colleague,interaction-1,the token is not quite to be trusted); and (3),

is stereotyped, i:e. subsumed under pre7existing generalizations about their

category as a group and forced into playing limited and caricatured roles

(e.g., the femalefaQulty member relegated to taking minutes at the committee

meeting; the minority faculty member assigned responliDiiities related to

.affirmative action, etc.).

While there has been no full scale empirical test Of Kanter's paradigm

as it operates in Academe, a number of related pieces of evidence suggestively

support the constellation of group dynamics associated with tokenism:

Item. Kaufman's (1978) studiesof colleagueship/network involvement

among female faculty reveal a .pattern/of greater relative scholarly 44'

isolation ag do Middleton's (1978).and'Andereon'et als (1979) studies
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Item. The phenomenon of viewing individual female and minority faculty

as representatives of their social categories is a familiar pattern

in Academe (e:g. the black faculty member is the instant expert

on black students);

Item. Studies of job satisfaction show `that women scholars-(single as

'well as married) are significant) less satisfied with their jobs

than male scademicq (Herman and Gyllstrom, 1977; Baldridge et.al,

1978). Moreover, those at the most prestigious institutions (where

women are scarcest) and those who are youngest (and have not yet

developed successful coping strategies) are the least satisfied

of all.

Just how. token status per se effects performance,(i.e, the comparison

of token and non-token women and minorities) remains to be examined, To

the extent that tokenism is a major determinant of the work pirformance

of women and minorities, then the most viable solution will b/o increaser

the proportion of women and minority group members of academic departments

(i.e. move toward more "balanced" groups)--a goal that appears to be miti-

gated.by Current responses to affirmative action pressures, i.e. the

establishment of token slots in academic departments'(Steele andGreen,

1976).
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A Final Word

On the basis of the preceding analysis, what conclusions can be

drawn about the status of women and faculty an Academe?

Most importantly, it appears that tha situation of women snd

minority faculty is the resultant of a constellation of forces. Beyond

inequities in training opportunities and in hiring, promotion and com-

pensation practices which may be attributable to overt diAcrimination

on the part of the professoriate, a number of less directly "manipUlable"

factors are at work. There is, first of all, the matter of early sociali-

zation and the orientations and activity preferences to which it gives rise.

Theievidence clearly suggests that a eightened orientation to teaching and

student development, a disinclinat ion to empirical research, and selection

to more teachinvriented institutions cannot be attributed solely, or

even primarily,,to discriminatiOn against individuals on the sole basis of

their sex or racial/ethnic origin. ,Similarly, the sex and race related

constraints on the pursuit of an academic career seem more attributable to

culturally prescribed family and community roles than to purposeful discrimi-

nation against individuals. Colleges and universities, in and of themselves;

are hardly in a position to attack differential early socialization and pre-

. scrihed family/community role relationships direct/y. (Footnote:. They can,

to.be sure, sense as a forum for highlighting these social inequities and

even for mobilizing intellectual resources to respond to them), They are,

however, in a position to more directly attack inequities within the aca-,,

Ifty itself, i.e., recognize the peculiar impacts_of early socialization and

sociocultural constraints, and attempt to adjust employment policies/practices

and the organizational reward systed to accommodate group differences. It
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should be recognized, however: that current practices and the current

reward system have evolved over time to meet the needs and orientations

of the largest number of academics--majority males. It would be most

reasonable to expect change to occur only to the extent to which the

composition of the professoriate actually charges , i.e. to the extent

diet numerically significant minorities emerge that can mobilize sig-

nificant support for change. In the case of academic women, that numer-

ical significance in graduate-education and in the professoriate itself

and that mobilization of support began to emerge in the late 1970s--at

the very same time that the women's movement was mobilizing significant

support for changg in early socialization and,family roles. Thus, insti-

tutions of higher educatibn have begun to respond to the negative impact

of anti-nepotism regulations, to needs for pregnancy leaye and child care

centers, etc. In the-ca-ge-,of racial minorities, that numerical signifi-

cance and mobilization of support has yet to emerge; and the data on

graduate school enrollments are not encouraging.

If indeed numerical growth is the key to change,...hen the decade of

the 1980s brings with it a bitter irony (at least for academic women):

At the very time when social conditions support a significant infusion of

women,into the professoriate, the opportunities for an academic career are

declining dramatically; and, if current enrollment projections are credible,

will continue to do so for at least the next decade and a half. To what

extent the significant contingent of academic women among "new hires" will

fall prey to the tenure Squeeze and/dr retrenchment or will make their way

into the senior ranks of the professoriate .and further empower themselves

and the cause of'equity should determine the situation of women and minority

faculty well into the twenty-first century. (Footnote: Insofar as atademi

C5
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women'tend to be significantly more sensitive to general issues of disr

, 1976),
\
it,'crimination and equity than majority males (Ladd and Lips

seems reasonable to assume that, at least to some extent,

significant numbers r.o senior ranks will bring, with it

toward equity. The possibility remains, however, of co-o

the newly elite few to over identify with the "academic

turn against their own - -a phenomenon Xanter (1977, 1979)

new women managers.

heir rise in

innvasicaA ImIch
r

tation and for

stablishment" and

observed among
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